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Abstract—Updates to cloud images typically come in the form of patches and either correct bugs and security vulnerabilities or introduce new functionality. The complexity and effort required to patch an image is much higher than what is required to patch an instance. This is due to the risk of incorrectly modifying configurations, breaking the cloud provisioning for the image or preventing the correct operation of the management stack. In a managed cloud, if a patch is not applied to an image it must be applied to each instance of the image. This process results in wastage of compute resources and causes the customer to receive an initial instance that has not been tested by the cloud provider. This paper proposes an algorithm to identify when an image should be updated based on the frequency of instantiation requests and the outstanding patches as actually experienced in a production data centre.

I. INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) providers typically offer a set of generic starter images which provide an effective base for further customisation to a consumers’ workload. Cloud consumers typically have the option to leverage community constructed images or to build their own custom images. The consumers’ goal is to find an image which most closely matches their workload requirements, therefore reducing manual effort associated with further image customisation.

The complexity of image management and governance increases as each customer introduces their own unique requirements [1]. The currency of software within an image provides a challenging problem for both cloud provider and consumer as neither party benefits from using outdated or insecure software versions. Hence, a method is needed to assist parties responsible for image currency to determine the most appropriate frequency and method to apply software patches. This paper helps address this challenge for the benefit of cloud provider and consumer; an open issue not well explored in the cloud image management literature [1]–[11].

This work introduces an algorithm that assists the parties responsible for image currency to determine which images should be updated with software patches at a point in time. The algorithm considers several aspects of cost involved with updating an image or dynamically updating each instance at instantiation time. The algorithm is evaluated against historic request data from a production data centre.

II. IMAGE UPDATING ALGORITHM

The process and costs associated with updating an instance versus an image are quite different—as errors updating images may impact all provisioned virtual machines. These two aspects are included in the proposed algorithm to determine when images should be updated.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for determining the maximum time for updating an image.

```
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for determining the maximum time for updating an image.

Input: reqList, patchList, image
Output: maximumUpdateTime
1. iPatchList ← patchList.getPatches(image)
2. patchICost ← iPatchList.getImageCost(image)
3. patchRCost ← iPatchList.getReqCost(image)
4. nReqs ← 0
5. maximumUpdateTime ← 0
6. foreach time unit t do
7.     nReqs ← nReqs + reqList.getFutureReqs(image, t)
8.     nReqs ← nReqs + reqList.getFutureReqs(image, t)
9.     if patchICost < nFutureReqs * patchRCost * k then
10.    maximumUpdateTime ← maximumUpdateTime + t
11. return maximumUpdateTime
```

Algorithm 1 represents the pseudo-code for determining the maximum update time when a set of updates need to be applied onto an image, which runs in the system depicted in Figure 1. The algorithm can be executed at fixed time intervals or dynamically upon the management system receiving a new patch. This alleviates the necessity to attempt to predict the arrival times of future patches. The algorithm has the following input variables:

- `reqList`: previous requests for provisioning instances. Each request contains the required operating system, software stack, and additional configuration parameters;
- `patchList`: description and links to download and apply operating system and software updates;
- `image`: image to be evaluated.

The algorithm starts by initialising `iPatchList` (Line 1), which includes the patches from `patchList` that are deemed relevant for the image. After that, the two update costs are set (Lines 2–3): `patchICost` and `patchRCost` which represent the cost of applying the patches `iPatchList` into the image and into an instance provisioned from that image. Then a loop is used to compare the image and instance update costs according to the advancement of time (Lines 6–10)—such time can be...
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It is important to note that the algorithm considers the evaluation of a single image. However, a likely scenario would be a system administrator who wants to know the maximum update time for a set of images. For this scenario, two extra variables for storing the total cost of updating all images and the total cost for updating all instances could be compared, and when the first is lower than the second, the maximum update time is returned.

### III. Evaluation

The rationale behind the image updating algorithm is that by predicting requests and using information on the costs associated with updating an image or an instance, it is possible to determine when an image should to be updated. This knowledge reduces the time associated with applying patches to the image and the impact on future instances based on the image. The experimental results presented in this section demonstrate that the principle is sound. We describe the experiment setup, the metrics used to evaluate the image updating process, and present the result analysis.

#### A. Experiment Setup and Metrics

The first key input parameter for the evaluation is the arrival time of requests. In order to set up this value, we analysed several requests for multiple Linux images of a production data centre. The requests for each image have considerable fluctuations, presenting some seasonality over the months, and show higher demand in the second half of the year. Based on this data, we setup the number of requests per day following a Zipf distribution.

The second key input parameters are the arrival time and size (in MBs) of the software updates. These values vary according to the type of update (OS and software in general). Therefore, based on the collected data of patches for linux distributions and software stack such as DB2, IBM HTTP Server, and Websphere, we modelled the patch arrival time as a Zipf distribution and patch size as a normal distribution.

We also considered the risk of a patch breaking an image (i.e. the resource provider needs to fix an instance created from the image when it does not work as the customer expected). As the image update algorithm depends on how accurate the prediction of future requests is, we considered two scenarios where the prediction (i) overestimates or (ii) underestimates the number of future requests. The values of these and other parameters are summarised in Table I.

#### Metrics

We considered the following metrics when evaluating the proposed algorithm with the input parameters described in this section:

- **Wasted Time**: Percentage of the wasted time compared to the best approach, that is update the image or update the future instances, as defined in Equation 1;
- **Number of Days**: Number of days in the future where the image needs to be updated;
- **Recovery Waste Cost**: percentage of the amount of time the instance was unable to be used due to a bad image patch in relation to the maximum time when the patches for the image need to be applied.

\[
\text{Wasted Time} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{ImgP}_i - \sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{VMP}_j}{\min\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{ImgP}_i, \sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{VMP}_j \right)}
\]  

(1)

Equation 1 is defined as the time cost difference between updating the image and updating future instances divided by their minimum value, where: \( n \) is the number of patches of the image, \( m \) is the number of future requested instances that will use the image, \( \text{ImgP}_i \) is the cost for applying a patch on an image, and \( \text{VMP}_j \) cost of applying a patch on an instance.
Overestimation of future requests. This is a scenario of cautious management, where the value of the number of requests is overestimated. The higher the overestimation, the earlier the day an image needs to be updated. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the average number of days in the future (including the standard deviation bars) when an image is updated as a function of the overestimated number of requests that will use the image. The number of days in the future when to update the image decreases with the overestimation until it reaches a point where the algorithm determines that the image needs to be updated on the “next day”. Hence, with overestimation of requests, even with few requests the image is updated more often.

The early image update can waste a considerable amount of time and resources, as depicted in Figure 3. This figure shows the wasted time of updating an image as a function of the overestimated number of requests that will use the image. We notice that when the overestimation is high, similar to the number of days metric, the wasted time reaches a threshold. This can be observed by comparing the standard deviation bars under low and high overestimation. This happens because the number of days in the future when the image needs to be updated stops to reduce, getting closer to the “next day” phenomenon. The results also show a tolerance of approximately 10% for the overestimation to determine the maximum time to update the image.

The possibility of having long periods when the image is not updated causes a considerable amount of time to be wasted as depicted in Figure 5. This figure shows the wasted time of updating instances as a function of the underestimated number of requests that will use such an image. Similar to the number of days metric, the wasted time follows an exponential curve due to incorrect prediction of very small number of requests, which results in many more instances to be updated, instead of only updating the image that will generate such instances. The results also show a tolerance of approximately 5% for the underestimation to determine the maximum time to update the image.

Risk of performing bad patches. Another factor we investigated is the impact of bad patches applied to images on the subsequent provisioning time of instances. Figure 6 presents the recovery wasted time as a function of image update probability failure. We varied the probability from 0.5 to 1.0. We notice that when there is a high risk of an image update to compromise future instances, the time to recover those instances may be considerably high. The results presented here were obtained considering one day to detect the error on an instance due to a bad patch on the image. The recovery wasted time may be higher and more costly if the time to detect a problem is long and the instances need to be recreated.
Cloud images need to be maintained by applying patches regularly in order to, for instance, avoid security vulnerabilities that can compromise a customer’s resources and information; or add new software features. The decision of when to patch an image is not trivial as the additional complexity and time required to patch an image must be balanced against that of updating an instance.

Fig. 4. Number of days in the future when an image is updated as a function of the underestimated number of requests that will use the image.

Fig. 5. Wasted time of updating instances as a function of the underestimated number of requests that will use the image.

IV. Final Remarks

Cloud images need to be maintained by applying patches regularly in order to, for instance, avoid security vulnerabilities that can compromise a customer’s resources and information; or add new software features. The decision of when to patch an image is not trivial as the additional complexity and time required to patch an image must be balanced against that of updating an instance.

This paper introduced an algorithm to assist the parties responsible for image currency to determine which images should be updated with software patches. The algorithm takes into consideration several aspects of cost associated with performing the update to either the image or to an instance during its provisioning process.

Based on the evaluation results using data from a production data centre and associated software configurations, we identified the importance of knowing the actual costs involved to update images and instances. As image updates are more costly than instance updates, predicting future requests is fundamental to determine how long the images can remain out-of-date in order save work updating them. However, the wasted cost by performing a bad decision on either updating an image or updating an instance is highly dependent on the prediction of future requests. The results presented in this paper are representative for the workloads we selected to evaluate the image update algorithm. However, we discussed the steps necessary to perform the analysis that can be leveraged by image managers with different settings to perform more effective decisions on when images need to be updated. This is particularly important for managed clouds where customers expect high levels of quality-of-service and quality of images to provision their instances.
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